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Siltronic AG wins Innovation Award for Automation
Munich, January 29, 2018 – Siltronic AG is the winner of the Innovation Award for
Automation bestowed by the Automation Network Dresden (AND). The network
comprises the companies Fabmatics, AIS, XENON und SYSTEMA and has now
acknowledged the automation activities at Siltronic. “We are very pleased to
receive this award. Our thanks go to AND and all the companies involved in the
project,“ said Dr. Christoph von Plotho, Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Siltronic
AG. The award was presented in connection with the 15th International
Innovation Forum for Automation in Dresden in the presence of some 300
participants. At this year’s congres automation specialists and technology
companies showcased successful application examples of Industry 4.0.

Siltronic is currently focusing on the automation of transport and maintenance
work. The aim is to boost plant and system availability, productivity and quality,
as Dr. Christian Heedt, Director Equipment Engineering Germany Siltronic AG,
stated. In future, the manufacturing operations of the wafer specialist will deploy
an automatic guided vehicle (abbreviated as AGV) enabling, for the first time, the
silicon wafers to be transported in an open water basin from one system to the
next. In his laudation, the chairman of the sector network Silicon Saxony, Heinz
Martin Esser, emphasized the consistent automation process underlying
manufacturing at Siltronic. By implementing an automated material transport
system the company has mastered technical challenges in connection with
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heightened safety awareness. Moreover, Esser praised the excellent cooperation
between Siltronic and the Silicon Network companies participating in the project.

Award ceremony: The Automation Network Dresden bestows the Innovation Award for
Automation on Siltronic AG. Our photo shows (from left to right): Steve Barlow
(Consultant Fabmatics USA Inc.), Heinz Martin Esser (Managing Director Fabmatics
GmbH), Manfred Austen (Managing Director Systema GmbH), Thoralf Vogel (Project
Manager Automation Siltronic AG), Daniel Ingelsberger (IT, Siltronic AG), Dr. Christian
Heedt (Head of Engineering Germany, Siltronic AG), Dr. Hartmut Freitag (CEO XENON
Automatisierungstechnik GmbH), and Dirk Sauer (CEO AIS Automation Dresden GmbH)
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Head of Investor Relations & Communications
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Company profile:
Siltronic is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of hyperpure silicon wafers and
partner of many leading semiconductor companies. The company has a network of stateof-the-art production sites in Asia, Europe and the USA. Siltronic develops and
manufactures silicon wafers in diameters of up to 300mm. Silicon wafers are the basis for
modern microelectronics and nanoelectronics and a key component in semiconductor
chips in e.g. computers, smartphones, navigation systems and many other applications.
Siltronic AG employs nearly 3,800 people and is stock listed at the German Stock
Exchange since 2015 and is a member of the TecDAX.
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